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Part One – Working with Kids  

 

Welcoming Kids into Your Hypnosis Practice 

 

Where do these clients come from? 

• Current and previous clients 

• Referrals from medical professionals 

• Sport and athletic associations 

• Relationships with schools 

• Speaking engagements at libraries or other places kids gather 

 

Typical things kids struggle with 

 

First Contact 

Determine who really has the problem and work accordingly. Strive to get the parent on board 

for change, even making them participate! I agree to see them only if they agree to do what I ask 

them to in my office – making a contract like this helps everyone and comes into play later if you 

decide to use a parent as a prop and demonstrate a technique with them. 

Your initial conversation creates expectation and also lays down the rules of engagement, so be 

clear and concise about what these are. Communicate in advance the length of your session(s) 

and fee structure, along with your expectations of client and parent(s). 

• stress and anxiety  

• fears and phobias 

• bedwetting or bowel control issues 

• study skills, test anxiety 

• habit control (thumb sucking, nail biting, hair pulling, etc.) 

• pain relief 

• attention issues 

• grief 

• skin issues 

• sports performance 

• bullying, relationships 

• speech difficulties 
 



Work Systematically 

Children usually don’t arrive where they are independently, so it is often desirable and even 

necessary to include the family. If a parent is taking the trouble to bring their child to you and pay 

for your services, chances are that they may also be open to being part of the solution, so take 

advantage of that! 

Work as part of a team when possible; be it with parents and caregivers, doctors, dentists and 

other health practitioners, counselors, or teachers, instructors and coaches. 

Familiarize yourself with local laws about child protection and establish a relationship with 

resource agencies. Don’t wait until a problem surfaces to know who to contact! 

 

Making a Safe Place 

Make sure your working environment is kid-proofed if you see small children. Don’t have too 

many toys or other distractions visible. Stock small toys a kid can keep and take home. 

 

Parents...In or Out? 

Options to work with a kid vary – you may choose to offer to work with the child with a parent 

present, or the parent may sit in the next room, with the door open. Many pre-teens and teens 

prefer their parent leave. Giving the kid the choice is empowering to them. 

It really is ideal to have a parent present for some part of the process: remember that Parent 

Contract to do whatever you ask? Utilize the parent as a prop to demonstrate something to the kid 

– we guarantee the kid will love it! 

Just like adults, children have the right to confidentiality – be sure to tell them (and their parents) 

that. The exception is if the child shares information of being abused or is in danger of harming 

themselves or others. 

 

Making a Connection 

It’s easy to create rapport with a kid, no matter what their age. The recipe is this: make the kid 

feel like the most important person in the room. To do this, meet them at eye level, direct 

questions at them and engage in an open, yet light hearted way. If a child is recalcitrant, infuse 

the interaction with some play; bring out a deck of cards or do a pattern interrupt with a little 

dance! Be yourself and invite your own inner child out to connect with your kid client. 

 

Getting on Their Level 

Get on eye level as you meet them. Pay attention to body language and don’t crowd them.  

Don’t force physical or eye contact but be open to it. 

Take your shoes off and invite them to do so, too!  



Let them choose where they want to sit.  

Have a soft blanket or fun carpet that the two of you relax on (if you feel comfortable doing so). 

 

Active Listening 

Make the child the most important person in the room 

Listen with eyes and ears – pay attention to nonverbals 

Allow enough time for child to process and answer 

Don’t allow parents to interrupt or speak for their kid 

Repeat back to the child what you understand them to say 

Normalize their feelings 

Active listening and watching for non-verbal cues are important. You can use what you notice to 

enter a child’s trance. 

 

Props Are Your Friends 

You will want to stock up on some props to help you become more effective with kids. They serve 

as wonderful distractions, eliciting what is called “floating attention”, and help kids naturally 

release inhibitions so that you can get to the good stuff while having fun. Some of the things that 

help are listed here, but I’m sure you can come up with even more ideas! 

 

Playing Cards   Dice    Mazes and Puzzles 

Puppets/Stuffed Toys  Pick up sticks   Super Hero figures 

Drawing Materials  Masks    Hats, capes and scarves 

An Etch-o-Sketch  Modeling clay   Small boxes/containers 

Pendulum making supplies Happy glasses   Socks for puppets 

Soap Bubbles   Flashlights   Tea Set 

Nesting Dolls   Juggling Toys   Magic Wands 

Spirograph Game  Jenja/blocks   Buddha Board 

 

 

 

 



Focus on Solutions! 

Kids have heard all about their problem, perhaps even several times a day. Divert their attention, 

in a beginning way, toward what they WANT to happen, or go right. 

Magic Questions: 

What do you want to change today? 

How do YOU want things to go? 

What do you think has to happen? 

Show me how much you want this to happen! 

When are you ready to have this happen? 

What will happen once this change has happened?! 

 

Drawing for Solutions 

Ask the child to draw a picture of themselves with their problem. 

Then ask them to draw one of themselves without their problem. 

 

Formal Hypnosis...or Not? 

Formal inductions are not always necessary! Kids are in trance states most of the time and you 

can take advantage of their highly charged imaginations to access their inner minds. Older 

children may have expectation of hypnotic phenomena, so let them have some fun. 

Tip: Many younger children dislike closing their eyes and will keep opening them if instructed to 

close them! Expect them also to wiggle, climb and roll throughout your time together...you may 

even want to join them. 

One of the best ways to harness a child’s imagination is through story telling. Even a shy child will 

be intrigued when you help by suggesting, “Once upon a time...” and then let them continue the 

tale. You will be amazed where they go! 

 

Age Regression 

About age regression for kids: Although many children live in the present, shifting quickly from 

negative to positive states and back again, kids don’t get freaked out by time travel! However, it is 

not recommended to regress children to traumatic events; to do so can be damaging, rather than 

helpful because they may not have developed the inner resources and perspectives to deal with 

anything that comes up.  

It can be fun and empowering to load a kid into a time machine or a magic bubble to take a trip 

back to remember a favorite time, visit with their “little self” or fly forward to see their future self. 

For safety measure, do this in a dissociated state and allow the child to direct the action.  



A good question is, “How would you like things to go?” and then have the child create the scene 

and feelings they want to experience, whether they are in the past, present or future. 

Teach a kid how to climb into their time machine to retrieve positive, helpful experiences or recall 

information for a school test, for example. 

 

Safe Places 

A positive resource state can be anything for a kid. Don’t assume it’s a “happy place”. It may be 

as simple as asking them to think of something they enjoy doing, or how they feel engaging with 

a loved pet. Our ideas of what feels good or safe may be quite different from a kid’s! 

 

Priming for Parts Work 

Instead of diving straight into dealing with problematic parts, it’s best to start by introducing 

them to ones that are helpful resources. Having a child identify the parts of themselves that 

come to mind can be informative.  

 

Creating Belief and Expectation 

A lot of your heavy lifting happens here, where you engage a child in harnessing their natural 

ability to suspend disbelief in a way that will help them. When you create expectation that what 

you are about to do is going to help them make the changes they desire, you are on your way and 

the rest is basically hypnotic ritual to seal the deal. 

 

Convincers That Will Thrill Them 

Pretty much any induction/convincer that you use with your adult clients will map across to your 

work with kids. Think of each as an opportunity to teach valuable skills, whether that is how to 

relax or how to gain control over thoughts, feelings and sensations. I usually start with one that 

adds a “wow factor” to satisfy any expectation they have that hypnosis feels magical.  

Tip: Ask the kid what they think hypnosis feels like and then give that to them. 

Approaches that give opportunity to teach skills: 

Hand/Foot Stick  Magnetic Fingers/Hands Finger Responses Eye Lock  

Arm/Hand Levitation Magic Spiral Palm Hypnotic Spiral Visual Distortion 

Card/Magic Tricks Pendulums PMR/Autogenic Training 

Eye Fixation Visual Imagery Breathing Techniques  Mindfulness 

 

When you find an approach that resonates with the kid, turn that into a self-hypnosis tool. Move 

the kid in and out of hypnosis with it, showing them how they have learned to hypnotize 



themselves. When they show that they can do it, ask them when they might use this powerful tool 

– if they need some help in that, you can offer suggestions, but let them come up with some ideas 

first. Be sure to give post hypnotic suggestion later that they do practice self-hypnosis. A good 

time for them to do this is every night, before bedtime. 

 

Parents as Props 

Remember the Parent Contract?!    

Utilize the presence of a parent to demonstrate one of the above techniques. Kids love it when you 

ask them, “Is it okay if I demonstrate on your parent?” 

 

Co-Creating Solution Approaches 

Use a stuffed animal who has a problem 

Ask for their advice for another of your kid clients 

Reverse roles with the child 

Help them ask an icon or hero for advice 

Help them ask their future self for advice 

Suggest their “Dreaming Mind” provide the answer 

 

Focus on Strengths 

Give them a Treasure Book and get the whole family filling it up 

Use guided imagery to help them tap into inner resources 

Use Parts Work to establish helpful resource states 

 

Teach Self Hypnosis! 

Breathing Techniques 

Counting Numbers 

Visual Imagery 

Video games 

Favorite place 

Favorite activities 

Heaviness or Lightness of Limbs 

Self Eye-Lock 



Pendulums and Levitation - Kid Friendly Inductions 

Ideomotor Pendulum – Pocket Watch 

Human Pendulum 

Finger Signaling 

Balloon Arm Levitation 

Eye Fixation 

 

Narrative Approaches 

Read a story or poem with child 

Co-create a problem-solving story 

Metaphor Use    

Director’s Technique for kids 

Reverse Metaphor 

 

Dragon Metaphor    

See Appendix for Script 

 

Anchoring    

Basic anchoring lesson 

Anchor collapse lesson 

 

Copy and Paste 

1. Create a resource state anchor    (copy) 

2. Associate into problem state 

3. Activate the resource state    (paste) 

 

Resource State: Power Signal 

Create a resource state that is anchored with a specific power word/signal.  

Example: For kids with attachment issues, you can help child and parent come up with an anchor 

that they share. When apart, they can individually access the state of togetherness when needed. 



 

Protective Bubbles and Other Metaphors 

Mechanisms that not only filter unhelpful energy but provide helpful perspectives. Example 

Control Room – Giggle Factor and other emotional calibrations 

 

Emotional Intelligence 

Help kids tune into and decipher what their “inner senses” are trying to tell them. 

 

Transforming Inner Talk 

Play with sub modalities; slowing down, changing voice, etc. 

Retrieve their Power 

Hand it Back – give back unhelpful thoughts, imprints and impressions 

“Crowding Out” approach – displace with helpful ideas 

 

Getting Comfortable with Being Uncomfortable 

Help a kid understand that feeling a bit awkward, self-conscious or anxious is a normal response 

to doing something new or even challenging. 

Social Anxiety 

Using Public Bathrooms 

Speaking in Public 

Performing in Public 

Trying New Things 

Eating Fears 

 

Addtl Tools for Fears and Phobias 

Jacquin Goody Bye Bag 

Object Imagery 

NLP Fast Phobia Cure (Rewind Technique) 

Laughter Therapy 

EFT 



Bilateral Stimulation/Eye Movement Therapy 

 

Body Parts for Habits 

Opening up communication between body and mind. Here’s a template. 

 

Attention Issues 

A spotlight metaphor that works. 

 

Medical Issues 

Priority: Work as part of the child’s medical team 

You may be dealing with: 

Fear and Anxiety 

Sleep Issues 

Pain Control – Freddy’s Arrow, metaphor use, direct suggestion, Control Room/Dial 

Loss of Childhood 

Guilt 

Anger 

Helplessness/Sense of Lack of Control 

 

Helping Kids on the Autism Spectrum 

Meet them where they are and meet who they are! 

May suffer from anxiety and sensory issues 

Often very literal-minded  

Harness their interests 

Focus on their strengths 

Help parents/caregivers 

Somatic approaches for non-verbal 

 

Homework 

Keep it simple and easy. Don’t ask parents to remind them.  



Appendix of Resources 

Here are some of the processes that we demonstrated in this course. Use them as templates, 

customizing them as needed. 

Object Imagery 

Basic Anchor Collapse for Kids 

Begin by creating expectation that what you are going to teach them will really make a difference 

and it will happen quickly! 

Have the child hold both hands up in front of them. Get them in touch with the unwanted 

feeling or problem and make a fist with one hand, as above, letting all of the emotions and 

sensations flow into that fist. Hold it for a few moments, then release it. Use a deep breath to 

break state. 

Have the kid think of something or someone they love, or a favorite experience and have them 

make a fist with the opposite hand, anchoring that state. Hold it for a few moments, then release 

it. Use a deep breath to break state. 

Finally, and this is where the magic happens, have the child make fists with both hands and 

count: 5...4...3...2...1  Open both fists and use one more deep breath. Ask them to notice how 

good they feel. They will nod or smile. 

Then, ask them where that old yucky, negative feeling went? They'll try to find it and notice that 

it has either reduced, receded or entirely disappeared and will be amazed. Take advantage of 

that powerful moment and ask them when they could use this simple tool. You want to make the 

case for frequent use, so that it will help them stay ahead of tension, anxiety, pain, etc. 

 

Object Imagery 

An effective hypnosis tool for relieving symptoms is to imagine the discomfort, be it physical or 

emotional, as an object and then transform it. This amazing technique can be used for all ages. 

Begin by focusing on the problem and assigning it a shape, objectifying it into a form of some 

type. This can be any shape you wish; it is entirely your choice. Add to this shape a color, a color 

that represents what that discomfort feels like. Imagine then the texture and consistency of the 

discomfort. Finally, designate the size of this object; as big as a plane or boat...or maybe it is the 

size of a breadbox. You choose. 

As you visualize this image in your mind’s eye, begin to change the elements of the object. Start 

with the shape: what shape would you like it to become? See it change into the newly desired 

shape. Imagine now changing the color to a color you wish and continue by varying the object’s 

texture and consistency. See it evolve before your eyes, transforming under your command. 

Next, change the size of the object, watching it as it now appears completely different. 

Finally, create a way to let that object go. You may want to attach a helium balloon to it or place 

it on the wing of a bird. It doesn’t matter how... but notice the feeling as you watch that 

transformed object slowly float away, drifting up into the clouds of your consciousness. And 



notice, too, that you can keep it in sight if you want and in fact, can even retrieve it if you need 

to. Some people may even choose to take it back inside, if that feels right. 

TIP: Ask kids what kind of animal the unhelpful feeling is – they love this approach! 

  

Power Word/Signal for Kids    © Kelley T. Woods 2019 

(Credit to Mark Savard for original idea; shared with his permission) 

Set this process up by telling the kid that you are going to help them find a very special power 
signal – one that will help them feel whatever they have told you they want to feel, anytime, 
anywhere. Have them think about that desired feeling, perhaps remembering some time when 
they felt it or pretending what it feels like. If needed, you can have them “borrow” that feeling 
from someone else who knows how to feel it. Simply engaging in this process is hypnotic, 
bringing the kid into an introspective state. Once they tell you they have that “feeling” in mind, 
tell them there is nothing else they need to do except just listen... 

You can proceed with just a light state of trance, in fact it’s better than one where the kid is no 
longer consciously paying attention. This is an interactive, Mindful Hypnosis technique that 
engages both conscious and unconscious levels of thought. 

Tell the kid you are going to speak some words and all they need do is just listen and notice if 
one of them “speaks” to them. One of those words will feel very special to them, almost as if it 
was created just for them! When you are finished speaking all of the words, you will let them 
know and from that point, together you will turn that word into a Power Signal! 

Begin to offer the list of words, repeating each one three times and taking a brief pause between 
each set. Keep your voice and tone steady, which incites a trance state through the repetitive 
nature. Pay attention to the kid’s nonverbal responses as you move through the list. 

Once complete, ask the kid to give a sign (a nod, finger lift, or verbal response) to confirm that 
they found that “special” word. I’ve yet to encounter a client who did not discover one, btw. 

Tell the kid that you are now going to make this word become a power signal, one that they can 
access easily whenever they wish... 

Instruct the kid to repeat their word three times, noticing how it feels to bring in all of the 
characteristics of the word. You can use a patter like this: 

 
Staying focused, relaxed, repeat your power word, repeat it three times. Whenever you 
hear this word, you will feel the word. 
 
Say to yourself, 
“Whenever I think this word, I will become this word.” 
“Whenever I hear this word, I will become this word.” 
“Whenever I see this word, I will become this word.” 



Imagine yourself going through your day, being this word. See yourself at home, with 
family, at play. When you think the word, whenever you see or say the word, you become 
it. 

 

Be sure to utilize their Power Signal in later suggestions! 

You can further anchor the Power Signal with some Post-It notes or some other physical reminder. 
I have a supply of smooth stones that are engraved with Power Words and clients are always 
amazed when, following this exercise, I hand them one with their own word. 

Here's a suggested Power Word list to get you started. Be sure to include any words that the kid 
has already shared with you as having special meaning. 

 

powerful bright  beautiful  joy  comfort 

clear  rad  healthy  bliss  blooming 

strength open  radiant   love  gratitude  

cool  wonderful  focused  happy  woke 

friendly unlimited peace   laugh  grounded 

enough confident giggle   free  unshakeable  

majestic releasing breathe  plenty  compassion 

amazing blessed  splendid  okay  remarkable  

 

 

 

Spotlight for Focus   © Kelley T. Woods 2014 

This version is for older children and teens to listen to repeatedly. 

I am talking to you now about your ability to focus...to concentrate...and merely by engaging in 

listening to me now...so fully...you can become aware that you DO have an incredible 

ability...even a talent...to pay attention. It’s true that your attention can be turned onto a 

particular topic or subject so that everything becomes so clear...so vivid...that there is no longer 

any doubt that you are not only paying attention but you are absorbing whatever you need to or 

want to take in...taking in deeply the important aspects while ignoring the distracting or even 

stress-making things...those things that in the past kept you from learning in all the very best 

ways... 



I want you to think about an area of learning you are wishing to improve...perhaps it is 

academic, having to do with books and lessons, or maybe it is some physical activity...a sport or 

other endeavor...whatever it is, think about how nice it will be when you find it easy to 

learn...new ideas, new moves, new enlightenments of many kinds...I know how to make it easier 

for you to not only learn these things, but to be able to retain them and use them whenever you 

need them...so listen carefully to me now... 

The first thing you need to do is to release anything that is keeping you from being open to these 

new ideas...that means the daily worries and stresses that we all seem to take on and 

carry...whether they are things we find ourselves or things that others put upon us...Let yourself, 

in that safe and comfortable place...now find a container of some sort...maybe it’s a box, or a 

basket or a trunk...it may even be a closet...you can open it and see that it is empty...and it is 

more than big enough to hold all of those troubles...all of those worries...just take them off and 

put them in...now...you don’t even have to know exactly what they are...just for now, put away 

anything that is keeping you from feeling completely at peace right now...you can always go back 

and get them later...they are safe there...or, you may decide to leave them, knowing that you are 

fine...that you always deal with the things you need to deal with...but for now, just locking them 

up...and you can put the key in your pocket and then drift deeper into your perfect, special 

place...that’s right... 

Feeling so good...safe and comfortable...enjoying everything about this place that is so 

relaxing...knowing how easy it is to come here...knowing that all you have to do is just take a few 

of those nice, deep breaths...and all these calming feelings will come into your mind...and your 

body...Take a few of those breaths, now...letting that connection become even stronger, so that 

in the future, when you breathe like this, your mind will become clear and focused and your 

body will feel relaxed and easy...ready to take on those new learnings with ease. 

Now, turn your thoughts to whatever it is that you want to improve...that idea of learning things 

easier. Imagine that you are there, beginning a lesson or reading a book...or even practicing to 

improve something...And as you are there, seeing the scene, noticing all the details about 

it...looking through your own eyes...aware of your body...the sensations, the sounds...any 

aromas...Take a few of those deep breaths and let your breath welcome you into the perfect state 

of learning...the perfect state of being able to focus only on what you need to be paying attention 

to...you easily understand what that is...don’t you? 

Imagine, as you do this, that your attention is like a brilliant spotlight...a spotlight that you can 

turn on and control and you turn it on now and point it onto your goal...your task...maybe it’s a 

bright white color or perhaps you want it to be a particular color...maybe even your favorite 

color...turn it onto that goal...of being able to pay close attention and absorb the ideas, the 

materials...or the moves...the steps...that help you improve. Everything outside fades away as 

you engage entirely in this spotlight...everything important inside of this spotlight becomes 

amazingly clear...effortless...to you. 

And because everything is now clear you absorb the ideas, knowledge, patterns and moves 

easily. Feel them flowing into you...becoming part of you. It is known that every cell in our body 

has the ability to learn and to retain information...almost as if every cell within us has a mind 

our its own...By creating a clear and unfiltered state of focus through your spotlight of 

attention...you have helped every cell in your body...learn...and retain any desired information. 



And anytime you need to use this information...all you need to do is turn that spotlight back on 

and instruct your inner mind to allow access...both on a conscious and a subconscious level...so 

that you can bring up that stored information...so that your body...your muscles...your 

cells...automatically remember the hows and the whys...even the whos...and the whats...if 

needed. 

Imagine yourself, now, using that information, that learned knowledge...skills...abilities...just as 

you desire. See, feel, picture yourself doing well...confident...clear...feeling and doing SO 

well...spend a few moments now putting in all the details of your performance...everything going 

exactly in the way you want...noticing all the positive things about doing so well...feeling 

great...even wonderful as you achieve your very best...there...in the center of that spotlight of 

your attention...that’s right... 

Every time you listen to this recording, your ability to focus your attention to improve your 

learning and retention abilities grows even stronger. You find it easy and even enjoyable to 

study, to practice and to perform...even testing is fun for you now that you understand how to 

access that amazing part of your mind. 

You can drift here for a while...thinking about all these wonderful things, if you like. 

Remembering that you feel wonderful...you are wonderful...When you are ready to return to full 

awareness, you will feel as if you enjoyed a several hour restorative sleep...feeling recharged, 

rested and full of optimism for a successful future! 

 

Protective Bubble for Kids 

Helping kids in our care feel more secure is important – especially kids who suffer from trauma, 

fears and anxiety. We provide a safe and nurturing atmosphere on the external level just by 

maintaining a comfortable, clean and fun environment, along with a reassuring and patient 

manner. But what about on an internal level? What can we do to ensure that our young clients 

feel an inner security, not just when they are in our presence but when they go back out into the 

world? 

One way we can do that is to co-create a virtual protective shield. This approach offers many 

different applications in addition to a safety device. It can serve as: 

 

• a time travel machine for age progression or regression 

• a bypass for geographical limits, exploring our world and even alternate universes 

• a means to shift perspectives 

• a meeting place 

 

We have mentioned how important it is not to rely on reading a script to a kid. A lot of the cure 

for what ails the kid is contained in the creation of the cure itself. So be sure to give the kid lots 

of choices when you are helping them devise their own, personal protective shield. 

 



Here’s an excerpt from Kelley and Melissa’s book on how you can structure it for a younger 

child: 

 

Hyp: Would you like to make something with me in your mind that is really 

neat…something that you can use a lot? 

Kid: What? 

Hyp: I like to call it a magic bubble, a bubble that keeps you safe, no matter what’s 

happening inside or outside. 

Kid: Okay. 

Hyp: Alright, here we go. Remember how you told me that you get really scared when 

you have to go to the dentist. 

Kid: Yeah. I don’t like going there. Mommy gets mad at me because I don’t want to go 

and I cry. 

Hyp: Well, you know that grownups aren’t perfect, right? We get sad and mad and we 

cry sometimes, too. 

Kid: Yeah. I don’t like it when she yells at me. 

Hyp: That makes you upset. 

Kid: Yeah. 

Hyp: What if you didn’t get upset? What if you could just be there at the dentist and it 

really wouldn’t bother you that much? Would that be okay? 

Kid: Yes, because then I wouldn’t get a tummy ache.  

Hyp: It’s no fun to get a tummy ache. 

Kid: No. 

Hyp: Well, this magic bubble can help protect your tummy! It’s really easy and fun to 

make it…we’re going to make it together, okay? 

Kid: (nods) 

Hyp: First, take a big deep breath and when you blow it out, just imagine that you are 

making a great, big bubble that goes all around you.  

(waits for exhale) 

Hyp: Now your whole body is inside a big bubble. You can breathe just fine in there and 

the temperature is just what you want it to be. It’s like you are floating in this bubble. 

Can you imagine that? 

Kid: Yes. Can I see out of the bubble? 



Hyp: Yes, you can! In fact, it’s transparent, like a window. Now, because it’s your bubble, 

it can be hard or soft. It can be just as thick or thin as you want it to be. You can even put 

a soft color in your bubble…or maybe you want some sparkles. 

Kid: It’s purple! With sparkles! 

Hyp: Do you have a favorite smell? 

Kid: I like cotton candy smell. 

Hyp: Put that smell in there, too! 

Kid: Mmmmm. I like that. 

Hyp: Now, I want to tell you a secret about your bubble. Your bubble keeps out anything 

that makes you feel not okay. If there is yelling or bad words or mean looks or anything 

at all that might make your tummy ache, those will just bounce right off the outside of 

your bubble. They won’t get in to hurt you anymore! 

Kid: How about stinky things? Like when my dog farts! 

Hyp: Yes, those stinky things, too. Now you might still know they are there, but they just 

won’t bother you. You may just smile or laugh but it won’t seem so gross to you. 

Kid: If Jeremy calls me a name again, would that bounce off the bubble? 

Hyp: Yes! That’s a perfect time to use your magic bubble. Just let that word bounce right 

off…bounce, bounce, bounce… (gestures with hand) 

Kid: Bounce, bounce, bounce! (laughing) 

Hyp: Are you in your bubble? 

Kid: (closes eyes) Yeah. Smells nice. 

Hyp: Good! Can you make the bubble grow? Can you push it all the way to the corners 

of this room? 

Kid: Okay. (nods) 

Hyp: Notice how that feels. Sometimes you might want to have it be bigger, when you 

are with people who love you, like your family or friends…and sometimes, you might 

want to have it nice and small, so that only you fit into it. Or maybe you want your kitty 

to be in it, too! 

Kid: Yeah, Fluffy can come in! But no stinky dog! 

Hyp: Make it be just the size you need it to be now. Let me know when you have. 

Kid: (pause, then nods) 

Hyp: Great! Now, I want to show you how it works. You told me that you are scared at 

the dentist, is that right? 

Kid: (nods) 



Hyp: Let’s climb in your magic bubble and use it for a time machine! You can take it to 

the future, to the next time you visit the dentist…and when you get there, you can just sit 

inside of it and notice how different it feels. Go ahead and do that…let me know when 

you are there. 

Kid: (pause, then nods) I’m there. 

Hyp: Good. Is that purple bubble all around you? Do you smell that cotton candy smell?  

Kid: Yeah. Feels good. I’m not scared! 

Hyp: Way to go! What else do you notice there at the dentist? 

Kid: It’s not stinky like it was before.  

Hyp: Yes, that magic bubble keeps those smells away. You can still hear the dentist and 

the other workers there, can’t you? 

Kid: Yeah. But it’s kind of soft and I don’t care. 

Hyp: You’re pretty good at this. You know, you can keep that bubble close to you or if you 

want, you can make it bigger, too. It’s all up to you! You are the boss of you! 

Kid: Feels good. 

Hyp: Yes, it does. Can you see that the dentist visit goes very quickly and soon you are 

leaving? Everyone is very impressed at how calm you are. Maybe they have never seen 

a kid that is so peaceful at the dentist! 

Kid: I am peaceful. I like my purple bubble. 

Hyp: And now it always belongs to you. You can keep it on, but you can also take it off 

whenever you want; you can put it in your pocket…or in your ear…or your nose… 

Kid: In my ear?! Or my nose?! (laughing) 

 

 

Control Room for Comfort  © Kelley T. Woods 2014 

Please adjust language for a kid’s age and cognitive abilities. Utilizing any of their interests will 

make it resonate – for example, a computer or gaming device panel of some kind usually works. 

This classic approach is instructional in nature, providing the client with the experience of 

learning how metaphorical thoughts and imagery can shift perceptions and even physiological 

responses. Following is an example of how it may be used for inducing physical comfort, but 

you can imagine how it can be applied for just about any physical or emotional component. 

This is an interactive technique, so a light state of trance is all that is needed to suspend disbelief 

and entice the client’s imagination. Following induction: 

Introduce the idea of a “control room” of sorts, within the client’s safe/perfect place. You can use 

some imagery such as a gateway, doorway, etc., depending on your preferences. Guide the client 



into this space. I use patter such as, “notice that this room is vast...unlimited, limited only by 

your imagination, which is limited...” 

Sample script: 

Notice that the walls of this space are lined with banks of softly flashing, colored 

lights...instrument panels...dials, levers, gauges of types...I want to tell you that this control room 

monitors and regulates everything in and about you. 

One area measures, calibrates and adjusts all of your physical functions...everything about your 

body is controlled in this area. Another area is in charge of your emotions, your feelings. Still 

another section of this Control Room addresses your beliefs, your hopes and dreams. 

I’d like you to focus on that area that controls your physical body...your anatomy...In fact, please 

focus in on the controls for your left hand...(Allow some time here) Let me know when you have 

found the controls for your left hand... 

Good. Now, you will notice that there are many ways that your left hand can be and feel. You 

might see some controls for the strength or the weakness of your left hand...you might see some 

controls for the tension or the relaxation of your left hand...perhaps there is an itch adjustment 

for your left hand...You will also notice that there is a temperature gauge for your left hand. 

Look and see what the setting is right now. It may appear to you as a digital read-out or it may be 

in some color spectrum or identified by specific words. The control mechanism may be a dial, or 

a gauge or a lever...Just notice the temperature of your left hand...right now. Let me know when 

you are aware of this. 

Good. Now, what I’d like you to do is turn down the temperature of your left hand. I want you to 

turn it way down. Just adjust that temperature control down. I want you to turn it down so far that 

you soon notice a sense of cooling coming in. You may notice it first on the top of your hand, or 

perhaps in the fingertips or maybe in the palms. Just notice as your left hand starts to cool. Really 

turn that temperature down...so that in a little while, a sense of numbness begins to arrive. A 

sensation of no sensation...numb, like when you have your gums numbed at the dentist. Or, if 

you like, the feeling you might get if you put your entire hand into a snowbank...or a bucket of 

ice water. So cold, so numb...now.  Some people even notice that it starts to feel as if there is no 

hand...or, that it feels like a block of wood...inanimate...totally numb. Let me know when your 

left hand is so numb, it almost feels like it’s not there... 

(Allow enough time for this to occur.) 

Great! Isn’t it interesting how adept you already are at controlling your body sensations? Why, it 

only took a short while for you to bring all of that numbness into your hand! Wouldn’t it be 

helpful if you could do that anytime you wanted to? In fact, wouldn’t it be wonderful if you 

could then transfer that feeling to any other part of your body...some part where you wanted to 

have some numb feeling, some relief?  

Of course, it would...and you may not be surprised to know that you wouldn’t even necessarily 

have to move that numb hand to that body part...that you can just think of it transferring that 



numb, sensation of no sensation to that area and very quickly gain that numbing relief. OR, you 

might decide to just go straight to the controls for that body part and let the relief come right 

in...that might even be the way you decide to go... 

(You can now help the client  address certain areas of discomfort, while also giving the caveat 

that this approach should not be used in lieu of medical attention when needed.) 

You really have to hand it to your mind...because your mind knows how to make you feel better 

when you decide you are ready and now you are ready to start to warm up that left hand...So, just 

turn that temperature back up...move it back up to the original degree...notice how the feeling 

comes drifting quickly back in...so that you are becoming, once again, aware of the feelings of 

your fingers, your thumbs, the palms...and the backs of your hands. Nice. 

Of course, it might be fun to see what it feels like to warm your left hand even more...turning 

that temperature up even more now...really crank it up...let your begin to get hot...feel that 

warmth, that heat flowing into your hand...completely...You may even notice the outside air feels 

like it’s chilled...Perhaps you imagine warming your hand next to a crackling bonfire or 

submerging it in a hot, sudsy bath...Very warm...even hot...now...Maybe there is even a bit of 

perspiration forming between your fingers or on your palm...So hot...Let me know when your 

left hand is very warm and even hot... 

Excellent! You are so good at this. When you are ready, you can turn back down the temperature 

of your left hand...let it return to the perfect level for you. You now understand that you can 

adjust how your left hand and how any part of your physical self is feeling, simply by coming to 

this Control Room and accessing the controls. You will even notice that you are not limited to 

just one modality for your body. For example, you can certainly turn down the discomfort and 

turn up the comfort...or you can turn down tension and turn up relaxation...can’t you? 

You are the one who knows your body best...you may decide to choose a numb feeling or you 

may realize that a feeling of warm relaxation is more helpful. But what you have certainly 

learned here is that you are the Boss of You. You can choose how you feel, at any time...and the 

more you practice and play here in this Control Room, the easier it becomes for you to elicit the 

feelings you want. In fact, I wonder if you even know how easy it will soon be for you to simply 

imagine the controls and quickly adjust them...and this helps make your life experience even 

more comfortable, more joyful...after all, that’s what you desire and you deserve it! Everyone 

deserves to live in comfort and joy... 

 

Rainbow Gifts for Kids            © Kelley T. Woods  2019    

Use this process to help kids find inner strengths. Customize the experience with adding 

suggestions for using specific strengths for the client’s goals. Set up with a protective bubble that 

doubles as a time/space travel machine. You can show the child an image similar to the one in 

this document, talking a bit about the colors of a rainbow. You can remember the order of the 

colors of the rainbow with the following acronym: ROY G. BIV 

R = Red 



O = Orange 

Y = Yellow 

G = Green 

B = Blue 

I = Indigo 

V = Violet 

Script Template: 

Now that you have your protective bubble...and you are safe and comfortable inside of it...we can 

begin to take an amazing trip...because your bubble is also a transporting device that can take you 

to any place and any time...that you desire.  

(Frame the pre-discussed destination here...I might explain that we are going to use their Magic 

Mind to go to a place where they can get what they want, find answers or just have fun! Create 

expectation that what you are going to be doing will be interesting and transformative.) 

You can see a control panel in front of you...notice the softly flashing lights, the dials, the 

levers...buttons that will lift and turn you...allow you to go faster and slower...maybe you have a 

steering wheel or maybe you have some joy sticks there. Fasten your seat belt...take a deep breath 

in...hold it...and now...breathe out... 

Soon, I am going to do the countdown to takeoff...I will count from 10...down to 1...and when we 

reach 1...you will blast off! Remember, you can go as quickly as you want or as slowly as you 

need...you get to choose. 

Ready? Here we go...10...9...8...7...6...5...4...3...almost there...2...and 1...Blast Off! 

Let your bubble take you up, higher and higher...up, throw the room...up through the roof...out 

into the fresh air...you can look out and see the buildings below you...you can see the roads...and 

the cars...getting smaller and smaller and you go higher and higher...maybe you see the land below 

you now...trees and hills...perhaps water...mountains...even higher...up and up you go...you feel 

like a bird soaring up...maybe you see some birds flying by! Or a plane, down below you now...you 

go up through the clouds...up even higher... 

And then you notice that you are moving toward the end of a beautiful rainbow...and one end of 

the rainbow is getting closer now...and closer...and closer...still safe in your comfortable bubble... 

Soon, you will move through each of the colors of this rainbow and each band of color will give 

you a wonderful gift...and at the other end of the rainbow is the pot of gold which is the best gift 

of all! One that you have been wishing for... 

And now, you enter the first band of the rainbow and this band is full of the color...RED. Red is 

the color of strength...and power...You can feel this color red coming into your bubble filling you 

with a wave of confidence...reminding you of all of the times in your life when you have been 

strong. This feeling of RED gives you the courage to do anything you want to do, anything you 



need to do...even if you are nervous or afraid...Feel this powerful RED moving into you...Notice 

where you feel this strength in your body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

Now, you are leaving the band of RED and beginning to move into the ORANGE band of the 

rainbow. ORANGE is the color of friendship and reminds you that it is wonderful to make and 

have friends...whether those friends are family, or other kids or even animals. And the most 

powerful friend to have is yourself...ORANGE helps you to be your own very best friend...to be 

kind and loving to yourself. Feel the friendly ORANGE color moving into your bubble and moving 

into you...Notice where you feel the friendliness in your body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

Next, you move out of the band of ORANGE and head into the next color of the rainbow: 

YELLOW. This is the color of happiness...of joy. YELLOW is the feeling you get when you are 

doing something you really love...when someone or something makes you laugh out 

loud...Laughter helps you feel better in many ways and whenever you think of the color YELLOW, 

you feel all the happiness that is inside of you. See and feel the YELLOW color of happiness coming 

into your bubble...coming into you...notice where you feel the happiness in your body...Breathe it 

in... 

PAUSE 

Now...we are leaving the YELLOW band of the rainbow and drifting into a new color: GREEN. 

This beautiful color is for healing...and growth...GREEN helps you feel better and also helps make 

any changes necessary for you to grow...Change is a good thing and GREEN helps make change 

more comfortable...See and feel the GREEN color of healing and growing as it softly comes into 

your bubble. Let the GREEN move into you...notice where you feel the healing in your 

body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

Now we are leaving the band of GREEN and moving into another part of your rainbow and this is 

a wonderful band of BLUE. This is a color of peace...and calm. BLUE helps you feel relaxed and 

peaceful. The color BLUE chases away all worries and fears. Let the calming BLUE move into your 

bubble now...see and feel this peaceful color move into you...notice where you feel the peace in 

your body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

Next, we leave the band of BLUE, keeping these feelings of peace and calm...and float into the 

next color of your rainbow: INDIGO. This is the color of trust. Being able to trust in others is 

important and it is even more important to be able to trust in yourself. The deep bluish color of 

INDIGO helps you trust in your own self...driving out unhelpful feelings of self-doubt. Let this 

wonderful INDIGO move gently into your bubble...see and feel it coming into you...Notice where 

you feel the trust in your body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

Now, as we leave the band of indigo...we enter the color of VIOLET. This is the color of your 

imagination and your creativity. This is the special color of the part of your mind where all the 



answers to everything exist...When you let yourself day dream...or night dream...exploring 

possibilities, no matter how silly or nonsensical they may seem...you are diving deeply into this 

VIOLET band of your imagination. Let the color VIOLET flow into your bubble now...see and feel 

it come into you...notice where you feel your creativity in your body...Breathe it in... 

PAUSE 

 

And finally, as you prepare to leave this band of the rainbow, you see ahead a brilliant, white 

light...which is the combination of all the colors of the rainbow...and in the center of it is that pot 

of gold...that thing which you want more than anything else in the world. Drift out of the rainbow 

bands and into this white light...Notice how soft and comfortable it is as it surrounds your bubble 

and begins to gently, easily come into your bubble. In this white light, you easily feel all of the gifts 

of the rainbow: 

You feel strong and powerful. 

You feel the support of all your friends and the friendship of yourself. 

You feel happiness and joy. 

You feel healing and growing happening. 

You feel a deep sense of peace and calm. 

You feel trust in yourself and trust in the people you know. 

You feel your creative imagination sparkling with ideas that support you. 

And all of these feelings move and flow together...helping you be the very best you can be...so that 

you can do the things you want to do...the things you need to do...even more easily...than ever 

before. 

And your creative mind can even see these things happening...these things you want in your 

life...you clearly see these things and you see yourself...your future self...as you wish to be...as you 

deserve to be...as you will be... 

(Add specific goals and suggestions here.) 

And soon, you will begin to return to where you came from...moving back safely in your travel 

bubble...and you will bring back with you all of the gifts from your rainbow...so that you continue 

to create the very best life for yourself... 

When you are ready, you can just give me a sign...a nod or a finger signal...and I will begin to guide 

you back home... 

(Use appropriate eduction.) 

Body Parts Template  © Kelley T. Woods  2017 

Take advantage of the two-way communication within the Mind-Body. The physical self is 

always responding to whatever the mental/emotional self is experiencing or paying attention to. 

In the case of chronic issues, it’s not uncommon for a person to mute signals from the body in an 

effort to reduce discomfort or other reminders of the ongoing problem. While this may be useful 



in the short term, it can also interfere with a person’s ability to self-regulate and make positive 

changes in behavior. 

When it comes to habits and behavior that may not be helpful to a person’s recovery or wellness 

in general, parts of the body may be participating negatively, despite the person’s conscious 

desire to do otherwise.  

A Body Parts approach can be a stand-alone technique, or it can easily augment other tools that 

you use to help a client. In fact, it can be an excellent process for induction and deepening a 

client for further work. It helps to create expectation that you are going to “open the dialogue” 

between a client’s conscious and subconscious mind, allowing them to speak directly to parts of 

themselves that will be part of a healing “team”. 

Begin by inducing some relaxation and focus in the client. You can have them focus on breath; 

they can fix their vision on a hand or leg…guiding them to closing their eyes and noticing that 

they can still visualize that part of their body, even with eyes closed. From here, use something 

similar to the following: 

As you are aware of your hand, there, now…you can think about all of the things that hand does 

for you…how it helps you in so many ways…touching, stroking, gripping, grasping, lifting, 

folding, feeding…(describe any tasks that are relevant to the client)…what a wonderful hand 

that hand is…I wonder if you can tell it what you think of all that it does for you? PAUSE 

And, if that hand could speak, what would it say to you? About what it needs from you? PAUSE 

That’s right…and now please think about your heart…that amazing pump that causes blood to 

circulate…keeping you alive. Your wonderful heart that are designed to beat so many times in 

your lifetime. Now, no one knows exactly how many times that is…but it is working to fulfill that 

number of beats for you. What do you want to tell that heart? PAUSE  

And, what does that heart want to say to you…about what it is going through…about what it 

needs from you? PAUSE 

That’s right…and now please think about your big toe on your left foot (*or some other, 

unaffected part of the body, maybe an eyebrow or an ear…) …that lovely big toe that helps you 

stay balanced…helping you walk. Your wonderful big toe is designed to help you take many steps 

in your lifetime. Now, no one knows exactly how many steps that is…but it is working to fulfill 

that number of steps for you. I wonder if you can let yourself be filled with appreciation of how 

well that toe is working for you…and will continue to work for you. PAUSE 

And would that toe now like to talk to (any body part that needs healing)? Let that 

happen…what would they say to each other? PAUSE 

Can you imagine…pretend if you have to…that all of that wellness in that toe can be transferred 

in some way…perhaps even the code for that wellness can be copied and pasted somewhere else 

in your body…anywhere that it is needed…now…(provide patter that describes where and how  

That’s right…and now please think about your lungs…those beautiful lungs that take in and 

process fresh air for you…keeping you alive. Your wonderful lungs that are designed to breathe 

in and out so many times in your lifetime. Now, no one knows exactly how many times that 

is…but they are working to fulfill that number of breaths for you. What do you want to tell those 

lungs? PAUSE 



And, what do those lungs want to say to you…about what they are going through…about what 

they need from you? PAUSE 

Following these conversations, suggest that ALL parts of the body integrate together, as part of 

the whole…working together toward wellness, promoting comfort, balance, healing, continued 

enlightenment and improvement, etc. 

 

*We can bring in a healthy body part with couple of strategies: 

1. As a pattern interrupt from dealing with the seriosity of medical treatment, briefly moving 

attention away from what is wrong toward what is right with the body. 

2. As a resource for the parts of the body needing healing. 

Any part of the body that is being affected by illness or disease can be addressed in this way. 

Making a space for an intimate dialogue between a client and their body can provide them with 

awareness, insights and motivation, along with encouraging healing responses in the body.  

Additionally, some clients who are struggling with health issues reveal that they feel either let 

down by their body or that they have somehow let their body down. Encourage the client to 

maintain a positive and supportive conversation with the body parts they have “talked to”; 

having a better relationship can help to ease these feelings.  

Utilize what your client has revealed about how they feel about their body and help them create 

a dynamic and ongoing conversation with body parts as an interesting and productive part of 

your work. 

 

 

 

Director’s Technique  © Kelley T. Woods  2014 
 
This is my version of a 3-step NLP approach which helps a client first gain better awareness 
about an unwanted habit or reaction, then applies desired changes and finally, provides mental 
rehearsal for success. This can be done in waking state or within interactive formal hypnosis.  
 
Guide client to a theater, indoors or out - they choose. It's empty of other people; have them take 
a seat and focus on the stage, where a scene from their life is about to be performed. They design 
the set for this scene, which is going to depict how it HAS been for them (the presenting issue or 
event). Have them add elements of lighting, sound effects, other mood descriptors...anything 
that lends to the atmosphere of failure, anxiety, etc. they have presented to you. 
 
Next, tell them an actor (actress) is walking on to the stage. This actor may look just like the 
client, or like someone else, again, they choose. Then, tell the client they are the director of this 
performance and they need to instruct the actor on the role. Get specific about things like body 
language, emotions, etc. Make sure the client understands this scene is showing how it USED to 
be (expectation and belief of change planted here). 
 



When the client is ready, have them call out ACTION! and go through the performance. The 
client can interrupt anytime and direct the actor. They can bring in other characters, etc. I set up 
a finger signal to indicate when they have gotten to the end of the scene. 
 
It's not necessary for them to verbalize anything to you - you will see the activity going on! 
 
Step 2: return to the beginning and tell the client this is Take 2 and it will now be a different 
scene from this play of their life...the one showing how they WANT it to happen! 
Have the client create the changes on the stage that will help - lighting, etc. Then, they instruct 
the actor on how they will be feeling, speaking, acting, etc. Once again, when they are ready, the 
client starts the action. Within this scene, I suggest they use any tools they have learned from 
me: anchors, breathing, etc. 
 
Tell them also to bring in challenges, unexpected problems and see how easily the actor deals 
with them. Continue to the end and wait for the signal that they have completed. Check that they 
are satisfied with the performance and if so, they can thank and dismiss the actor. If not, they 
can rewind and correct. 
 
Step 3: Now it's time for the client to step onto the stage and go through the scene themselves. 
This lays the mental blueprint for the future. Have them make any changes, improvements they 
need from that perspective and lead them through the successful event. From that point I move 
them right off the stage to deepening and input of positive suggestions. 
 
As you can see, this process is powerful and empowering. It can be used for habit change, test or 
performance anxiety, etc.  
 
It's easy, because all you need remember is the 3 stages! Literally! LOL 
 
 

Taming the Dragon 

This is one of my (Kelley) favorite approaches for helping children transform a problem state into 

a resource one. Years ago, she encountered Wendy McLarn’s process, Slaying the Dragon, and 

soon after applying the concept to a few kid clients realized that name and its implied frame had 

to go. Not just because the idea of slaying something that, at heart, may be helpful, but because 

these kids actually liked their misbehaving or otherwise troublesome dragon! 

Here’s how you can use the dragon metaphor in a parts-like process: 

TIP: If you are working with younger children (4-8 or so) you don’t need them to close their eyes. 

I might suggest it, saying that it’s up to them because sometimes it’s easier to play this game with 

eyes closed. Like we say, the whole idea is to give them a sense of control and some kids feel out 

of control when “things get dark”. 

In the following example, I’ll feature a case of hair-pulling that had gone on for years and despite 

a child behaviorist’s attempts to help, the habit was still thriving. This wee client was barely four 

years of age and had developed the habit, according to her mother, by playing with her own hair 

while nursing. It occurred during both awake and asleep states. The child was beyond her age in 

language/cognitive abilities and enjoyed participating in narrative play. 

H: So, tell me about your habit of hair pulling…do you like to do it? 



K: (surprised at the positive frame) Sometimes… 

H: Can you share with me…where do you like to do it? 

K: When I’m by myself…at night. 

H: And when you are by yourself at night…where are you? 

K: In my bed. 

H: Cool. That’s usually where I go at night, too. Do you know…how you feel at night in your bed 

when you don’t pull your hair? 

K: Scared. 

H: Sometimes I feel that way, I get it. And then, when you pull your hair, how do you feel? 

K: Not so scared. 

H: Isn’t that great?! A part of you found a way to help you feel better when you are scared at night 

in your bed! Where else do you like to pull your hair? 

Continue to explore the where, when, what, and sometimes who of the problem behavior in this 

way until both you and the child have a good idea of triggers and responses. Again, we hope to 

take every opportunity to raise a kid’s emotional intelligence, so that they can not only find 

resolution within our work but be able to take the lessons forward in life. 

Once we help the child discover the possible benefits of a behavior we also need to identify the 

deficits: 

H: Well, even though this hair pulling thing has been helping you in a way, it’s also been not 

helping you. Can you tell me what you don’t like about it? 

K: Um, I have some bald spots and I have to wear a bandana. 

H: Really?! Can I see? 

K: Okay (shows spot on scalp) 

H: That’s impressive! It took many times of being scared to get that, didn’t it? What else do you 

not like about pulling your hair? 

K: It makes my head sore. 

H: Ouch. I wouldn’t like that either. Anything else you don’t like about pulling your hair? 

K: My mom gets mad at me and once she was crying. 

H: I can understand that you wouldn’t like that very much. I wonder if she’s not so much mad at 

you but frustrated, because she loves you very much and she hasn’t been able to fix this problem. 

Isn’t it good that she brought you here to the hair-pulling fixer?! 

K: (grins) Yeah. 

H: And how will it be when you don’t pull your hair anymore? 

K: (thinks for a while) I can grow my hair all the way to my feet! 



H: Like Rapunzel? 

K: Yeah! I’ll have a long, long braid and the prince will climb up it into the tower but not the witch. 

H: I love it! I’ll have to come see that, for sure. I’ll bring you some long, long ribbons to weave into 

that long braid. 

Allowing for some spontaneous future pacing here…You can also have some paper and markers 

on hand. Young kids respond well while drawing as you weave the narrative. The drawing can go 

home with them to anchor the experience or you can ask to keep it to help other kids with the 

same problem. 

H: So, I’ve got a neat little game we can play. When we are finished, I think you are going to find 

that that problem you have had is greatly improved. Does that sound good to you? 

K: Yeah. 

H: I want you to imagine the part of you that makes you pull your hair. Think really hard, now, 

and if that hair-pulling part of you were a dragon, what would it look like? 

Wait a bit here. One of the problems that happens when adults talk to kids is that they don’t allow 

enough time for mental processing. Let the patient part of you help… 

H: What color is your dragon? 

K: Purple! 

H: Tell me about its skin…is it rough, or smooth? Does it have scales…or fur? 

K: It’s scaly…and cold. 

H: Like a big lizard! 

K: Yeah. And it has a tail. And claws on its feet. 

H: What about its head?  

K: Big. With teeth. 

H: Good. What color are its eyes? 

K: Red. 

H: Where is your hair-pulling dragon looking? Is it looking at something else or is it looking at 

you? 

K: It’s looking right at me! 

H: Hey, is your dragon a boy or a girl? 

K: It’s a boy. 

H: Anything else you want to tell me about your dragon? 

K: It’s scared. 

H: How do you feel about your dragon? 



K: I feel sorry for it. 

H: You’re a kind and loving person…where is the dragon? Is he in front of you, or to one side, or 

above you or beneath…or maybe behind you? 

K: (pauses to think) He’s right next to me…right here. (points to right side of head, also where 

most of hair loss is located) 

H: Excellent! You’re doing a perfect job of telling me all about your hair-pulling dragon. Now, are 

you ready to make things get even better? 

K: Okay. 

H: Take a big breath…that’s right…and then, let it out slowly. Good. Now, what I need you do, and 

this is important so I’m going to whisper it to you because I don’t want the dragon to hear…listen 

very carefully… 

H: (leans over and whispers in her ear) Begin to change your dragon. We don’t want to get rid of 

the dragon because he helps you but we can change how it helps you.  

H: You can start with changing the color of the dragon…what color would you rather it be? 

K: Green. 

H: Okay, make that happen! Next, what would you like to do with that scaly skin? 

K: Make it soft and fluffy. Maybe some fur, like a puppy. 

H: Awesome! Look at your dragon changing! How about the tail?  

K: Keep the tail. But, the feet are different now. 

H: Nice. You’re doing great. And how about those eyes, those red eyes? 

K: I’ll make them be brown. 

H: Like a puppy’s eyes? 

K: Yup! 

H: I love it. And, you know how, when a puppy really loves you, he rolls onto his back and wants 

you to tickle his belly? Can you have your dragon do that? 

K: Yeah…he likes that! 

H: How is your dragon feeling now? 

K: He feels silly. 

H: How do you feel? 

K: Happy. 

H: Is silly and happy better than feeling scared and sorry? 

K: Yeah. 



H: Can you imagine that whenever you feel that way, from now on, that you can tickle your 

dragon’s belly and feel better? Is that going to be good? 

K: Yeah. I can do that at school, too. 

H: Yes, you can. You can do that at all those times and places where the dragon used to make you 

pull your hair! 

K: Then my hair will grow very, very long! 

H: Yes, it will! Give your dragon a big hug and thank him! 

K: (reaches out and hugs the air) 

H: You can keep your dragon with you, if you want. Or, you can let him go off and play. He likes 

to chase butterflies, you know.  

K: There he goes! (waves) 

Following this experience, the child’s awake hair-pulling totally resolved. The nightly, asleep habit 

remained for a week or two and then gradually dissipated, supported by an audio recording based 

on the dragon story. 

The magic of this approach is contained in the idea that when we manipulate a metaphor 

consciously, the subconscious also automatically makes adjustments. Merely by changing the 

representation of the objectified behavior, we change how it operates and the meaning it holds.  

You can take this process deeper into parts work with some age regression by asking the child 

when the dragon first appeared in their life. This can be a light vehicle for exploring conditions in 

earlier years that may have set up or contributed to the problem.  

Additionally, this can also reveal or clarify any benefit gained from the behavior, if that is needed. 

Directly asking a child client, “How does that help you?” doesn’t always result in a clear response 

and can even confuse the child. 

Here’s a picky-eater case that will demonstrate. The client was a nine year old boy who wanted to 

be able to expand his eating preferences. Since about the age of three (also when his younger 

brother arrived) he had been limiting his food choices to macaroni, chicken nuggets and bread.  

Once we had established the physical characteristics of the dragon part of him that was making 

him eat in this way, we continued in this manner: 

H: So, I wonder when that dragon first arrived in your life. I’m curious about that, are you? 

K: Yeah. It’s always been there. 

H: Hmmm. Would you like to find out for sure? 

K: Okay. 

H: So, close your eyes…because we’re going to do a little time travel now. In fact, imagine that 

you’re in your own time machine…and you float up…right up into the sky…way up there…let me 

know when you are there… 

K: (eyes rolling behind lids) There. 



H: Good. Now, in a little bit, I’m going to count back…from 5 to 1…and as I do, move back to when 

you were little…back to the time when that dragon arrived…but I want you to stay up there in the 

air…so when you get there you are looking down at your little self, okay? 

K: (nods) 

H: And you may even get there before I do, so just wait for me. 5…4…3…2…1…let me know when 

you are there. 

K: There. 

H: Great! Do you see your little self? Is he there? 

K: (nods) 

H: Awesome. How old is he? 

K: Three. 

H: Is the dragon there, too? 

K: Yeah. The boy doesn’t like to eat much. 

H: Yeah, you know everything about him. Look at where he is, what he’s doing, what he 

likes…what he doesn’t like. What do you notice? 

K: He has a new baby brother…who cries a lot. 

H: Yes, babies do cry a lot sometimes. How does that make him feel? 

K: He doesn’t like it. 

H: Kind of like how he doesn’t like much food? 

K: Yeah. 

H: When that baby cries, what does Mom do? 

K: She picks him up. 

H: She’s a good mom. What does Mom do when that little three year-old doesn’t eat? 

K: She sits at the table with him. 

H: It’s good that you understand him so well. Would it be okay for you to talk with him a bit?  

K: (nods) 

H: Why don’t you take him to a different place? What’s his favorite place? 

K: He likes the zoo. 

H: Yeah, take him to the zoo. He knows who you are. He likes you. Hey, take the dragon with you. 

Let me know when you guys are at the zoo. 

K: (pause) Okay. 



H: Now, you can have fun here at the zoo…and while you are doing that, will you please have a 

talk to that little kid? Will you tell him that everything is fine? If he is worried about anything, you 

can let him know that he’s okay. You can tell him that you are always with him. 

K: Okay. 

H: And your dragon is listening, too. 

Allow a minute or two for processing. 

H: Look at those monkeys! What are they eating? Monkeys like to eat lots of things…like plants 

and nuts…fruits…Will you tell that little kid about that? Will you please tell him how you want to 

eat lots of different things? 

K: (nods) 

H: And your dragon is listening. 

Allow for processing. 

H: Okay, it’s time to bring that kid back. You’ve had fun together and anytime you want to do that 

again, you can just hop into your time machine, can’t you? But for now, let’s bring him back to his 

house. Let me know when you’ve done that. 

K: (nods) 

H: Now, when you think about that picky eating habit…we sure can understand how a little boy 

like that might pick up a habit like that, when things change. How old do you think he would be 

when he doesn’t have to do that? When would he start growing up? 

K: Five. 

H: Great! Let’s go visit your five year old self, shall we? We’ll take the dragon with us. 

K: (nods) 

H: 1…2…3 let me know when you are there. 

K: There. 

H: What do you notice about him? 

K: He still doesn’t like to eat much. 

H: Why don’t you go let him know that it’s okay to eat lots of different things…go have a talk with 

him! 

K: Okay 

Allow for processing 

H: Be sure to tell him how much you want to eat lots of different things, too! 

K: (nods) 

H: What’s he doing now? 



K: He’s trying some new stuff. 

H: Does he like it? 

K: Some he likes, some not. 

H: That’s wonderful! He’s trying new stuff! He’s growing up! He’s not that little baby anymore! 

K: Yeah! 

H: Tell him that he’s doing a good job. 

K: Okay 

H: Let’s leave him now and go back to the present day – you can visit with him anytime with your 

time machine. 1…2…3…4…5…let me know when you are back and the dragon is here with you. 

K: Here 

At this point, we continue with the dragon metamorphosis. Future pacing for success can involve 

hopping back into the time machine to go forward, perhaps having the dragon present…or not. 

Leave that choice up to the child! 

 

Tap-n-Laugh 

The following is from Kelley’s book, written with Dave Berman: Laughter for the Health of It. This 

is a wonderful family exercise, or it can be taught for private practice by the kid. 

Kelley has created a variation of EFT that incorporates laughter therapy. While EFT employs 

focusing on certain thoughts, our Tap-n-Laugh involves tapping the energy meridian sites in time 

with your laugh; you set the pace and tone that feels right to you.  

It’s easy and fun to do and it works quickly. Here’s how: 

Note: if tapping is uncomfortable for you, due to head or facial infirmities, you can instead 

gently rub in a circular motion. 

It is helpful to assess how you feel before and after doing a set of EFT, so close your eyes and 

measure your comfort level. You can use a scale of 1-10, wherein 1 is less comfortable and 10 is 

more or, you can let 1 be total comfort and 10 be a high level of discomfort – you get to choose. 

Next, start to gently tap with your dominant hand’s index and middle fingers onto your other 

hand’s “karate chop” point (see diagram on below).  

As you do, laugh lightly out loud. Tap and laugh 10-20 times. 

laughterforthehealthofit.com


 

 

Now, using the same tapping fingers, tap on the points indicated in the diagram below, starting 

at the top of your head and moving down. Tap 8-10 times on each point, laughing as you do. 

 

 

 

Once you finish the tapping sequence, stop and measure your current level of comfort. If it is not 

yet ideal, repeat the course. You will notice that with each subsequent series of tapping and 

laughing, you feel better and better! 

The great thing about EFT and laughter is that you can do it anywhere, anytime. Have fun with it 

and notice that very quickly, both emotional and physical states start to become self-regulated! 

 

The Reverse Metaphor 

One of the risks of working with people of any age who have experienced trauma is re-exposing 

them to the experience and further entrenching negative responses (strengthening the neural 

pathways that maintain them). So, while it's valuable to learn a bit about the actual trauma and 



most particularly, the meaning the kid places on it, we want to keep their story-telling of trauma 

to a minimum unless we are doing some re-imprinting/re-coding. 

 

An answer to this dilemma is to guide the teen through a reverse metaphor process. This allows 

the teen to process the experience from a different perspective and it is uncanny how the 

subconscious will always serve up a beautiful metaphor. Kelley first discovered this technique 

years ago from Mary Lee LaBay and has used it with kids of many ages, including adults. 

To create a reverse metaphor, simply ask the teen to tell you a story of their own creation. Keep 

brief notes on the highlights and then repeat it back to them, making any desired changes, and 

then move through it again, drawing comparisons to the teen's experience. Here's a typical way 

we used the reverse metaphor approach for a teen who had been a runaway for nearly a week: 

Hyp: Let's play a little game. I'd like you to tell me a story...just a made up one if you like. It can 

be about an animal, or a person, or even something else. It starts with, “Once upon a time...”  

Teen: Okay...hmmm...Once upon a time there was a horse...and the horse lived on a farm with 

some other animals. The horse had to be in a fenced area because it liked to run and the owners 

were worried that it would run away. 

Hyp: Great. What else? 

Teen: But the farm dog and cat got to just walk around without any fence...so the horse didn't like 

that. 

Hyp: Yes. And then what happened? 

Teen: One night there was a big storm and the fence blew down. The horse galloped off through 

the woods. Even though it was scared it was still happy to be free. 

Hyp: And then what happened? 

Teen: The horse met a bear and the bear shared some berries. The horse thought the bear was its 

friend but found out later that the bear only wanted to lure it back to its cave where it would eat 

it! 

Hyp: Wow! What a story! What did the horse do? 

Teen: The horse ran away. It just explored for many days until one day it got homesick. Then it 

went back to the farm. The farmer and his family were very happy to see it and decided to let it 

roam around without any fences so it was happy. The End! 

Hyp: I love your story. Let me tell it back to you to make sure I got it right... 

(Paraphrases story back and asks for any changes...) 

Hyp: Good. Now, let's start back at the beginning...if there was something or someone in your life 

right now that relates to the horse in your story, who or what would that be? 

Teen: (thinks for a while) I guess I am that horse! 

Hyp: Cool! And if you are that horse, what is that horse thinking or feeling? 



Teen: I don't like being told what to do. I hate it when I am grounded. 

 

Hyp: And you had some other characters in your story...who or what do the dog and cat represent? 

Teen: My brothers. They get to do anything they want and never get in trouble. It's not fair. 

Hyp: And then a big storm comes! 

Teen: (laughs) Yeah, we had a really big fight, my mom and I. I snuck out when everyone went to 

sleep. 

Hyp: And you ran away! 

Teen: Yup. I went to my friend's house. She let me stay in her room. 

Hyp: The horse met a bear... 

Teen: I guess that is my friend...or, I thought she was my friend. I don't really know her very well 

and she had some guys over that made me nervous so I left pretty quickly. 

Hyp: You were gone for some time. 

Teen: I bounced around to some other people's houses. But that got kinda old.  

Hyp: The horse got homesick. 

Teen: I did. I thought maybe enough time had passed that my folks would be happy to see me. I 

was scared to come home, though, in case they were really mad. 

Hyp: The farmer and his family were happy to see the horse return. 

Teen: I couldn't believe that my mom was crying when she saw me. Kinda felt good but kinda felt 

bad that I worried her so much. 

Hyp: And the horse got to roam around the farm without a fence? 

Teen: I should have got grounded again but my parents figured out that just makes me crazy! 

We're doing a new thing where we meet once a week and talk about family rules and that kinda 

stuff. I get to have some say in the rules, too. 

Hyp: Is the horse happy? 

Teen: It's okay now. Still feels a little fenced in sometimes and wants to kick stuff! 

Hyp: What else could the horse do, besides kick stuff? 

Teen: I don't know. Maybe go for a run? 

Hyp: Yeah, I like that idea. Running usually helps...as long as you're not just running away from 

problems that need fixing. 

Teen: Yeah, I know. Maybe running to figure out my problems? 

Hyp: Another great idea! You're pretty good at this. I really like your story. I know you like to 

draw. Would you like to have this copy of your story and perhaps make a drawing to go with it? 



Teen: Yeah. I'd like that. 

 

It was easy to further utilize the horse-wanting-to-be-free metaphor for this teen. Acknowledging 

the need for freedom and exploration was important, while also getting in touch with the need to 

be part of a loving family reminded the kid of that value. 

Of course, a kid doesn’t have to have any history of trauma for using this process; it’s a great 

vehicle for self-discovery! 

 

 

 

 

Additional Resources and Suggested Reading/Viewing: 

Integrative Hypnosis for Kids and Teens, Kelley’s book written with Melissa Tiers, won the 

2017 Pen and Quill Award for Excellence in Literature from the International Medical and 

Dental Hypnosis Association. 

Secrets of the River – Riding the Creative Wave in Pediatric Hypnosis and Family Therapy, 

my book written with Nath Welch demonstrates how to use contextual psychotherapy within 

hypnotic approaches for kids. 

Hypnosis for Kids on FaceBook. I invite you to join us! 

Carol Dweck’s excellent book, Mindset, on how to really motivate kids. 

Susan Cain’s book for introverted kids is wonderful. 

P.E.T. Parent Effectiveness Training by Dr. Thomas Gordon. 

Lori Lite’s a great source of kid’s books that incorporate hypnotic imagery and patter for issues 

like stress and anger. 

A free pdf that contains an excellent chapter on the teen brain – share it with parents! The 

Female Brain - The-Female-Brain.pdf 

Environmental influence on brain plasticity in kids 

A good article supporting hypnosis for children 

A compelling, short video about the decline of play in children’s lives 

30 minutes makes a difference for depressed and anxious teens!  

Making the case for reading a book with a kid 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Integrative-Hypnosis-Kids-Teens-Playing/dp/1534682163/ref=la_B00J1FRKEY_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1528395958&sr=1-1&refinements=p_82%3AB00J1FRKEY%2Cp_n_feature_browse-bin%3A2656022011
https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-River-Creative-Pediatric-Hypnosis/dp/1492384305/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1487149748201026/
http://www.mindsetonline.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00OQS4FYY/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://stressfreekids.com/
http://www.drlumd.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/The-Female-Brain.pdf
http://www.drlumd.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/The-Female-Brain.pdf
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/troubled-family-life-changes-kids-b/
http://www.mcastleman.com/the-remarkable-power-of-hypnosis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=Bg-GEzM7iTk
https://digest.bps.org.uk/2017/11/08/a-30-minute-lesson-in-the-malleability-of-personality-has-long-term-benefits-for-anxious-depressed-teenagers/
http://www.readbrightly.com/reading-children-can-help-develop-yes-brain/?ref=PRH3EB49BE231&aid=randohouseinc32511-20&linkid=PRH3EB49BE231

